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Chair’s comment
The last couple of months have been
rather eventful. The City Deal proposals
are looking more ‘interesting’ although
there still appears to be way too much
emphasis on speeding buses rather than
creating space for people walking and
cycling.
If you like what you see in this newsletter, add your
voice to those of our 1,100 members by joining the
Campaign.
Membership costs are:
£3.50 Budget (no paper newsletter will normally
be provided)
£17.50 Individual
£22.50 Household
£100 Donor
For this, you get six newsletters a year, discounts at a
large number of bike shops, and you will be supporting
our work.
Join now on-line at:
www.camcycle.org.uk/membership
Cambridge Cycling Campaign was set up in 1995 to
voice the concerns of cyclists. We are not a cycling club,
but a voluntary organisation promoting cycling for
public benefit and representing the concerns of cyclists
in and around Cambridge.
Registered charity number 1138098
Our meetings, open to all, are on the first Tuesday of
each month, 7.30pm for 8.00pm until 10.00pm at the
Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane, Cambridge.
Elected Committee Members
and Trustees 2014-2015
Chair (and Charity Chair) – Robin Heydon
Vice-Chair (and Charity Secretary) – Hester Wells
Treasurer (and Charity Treasurer) – Chris Dorling
Events Officer – Vacant
Liaison Officer – Martin Lucas-Smith
Membership Secretary – Sue Edwards
Planning Officer – Colin Rosenstiel
Press Officer – Vacant
Recruitment Officer – Tom McKeown
Schools and Outreach Officer – Vacant
Web Officer – Neil Spenley
Campaigners – Richard Burgess, Jim Chisholm, Monica
Frisch, John Hall, Oscar Hughes, Richard Jennings and
Al Storer

Of course, the Campaign doesn’t stop
because we’ve been going for 20 years.
Now is the time to step up and start to
really highlight why cycling needs to be
considered as part of the City Deal.
The Milton Road campaign has been
going fantastically well. I’ve spent many
hours standing at the side of Milton Road
handing out flyers, talking with people
about our desires and getting people to
sign the petition. If you read that and
asked yourself what petition, then read
the article and stop doing everything
else and sign it immediately. Without the
support of as many people as possible,
we could end up with either no cycling
provision along Milton Road or the
current shambles of sharing with people
walking or people on buses.
To help understand what is possible we
need to look elsewhere. As the cycling
capital of the English-speaking world, we
also have to look at places where they
don’t speak English as a first language.
We have reports from Barcelona,

But the Campaign is not just about
satisfying the kerb geek in all of us, we
need a little art as well. We’ve had
Streetfilms here in Cambridge while
they visited the UK, and we have the
winners of our drawing competition.
Clarence from Streetfilms is a guy who
lives in Brooklyn, doesn’t own a car, and
makes films about transportation
systems. He has been to places like
Groningen near Assen, as well as Zurich,
but he had never been to the UK before.
He was amazed at our cycling culture,
the quiet streets, and didn’t cycle on the
wrong side of the road at any time.
Cambridge is special. We have
something here that many places would
love to have but they don’t know how to
make it happen. Supporting the
Campaign can help keep Cambridge the
cycling capital of the UK and hopefully
make it the cycling capital of the world
one day.
Robin Heydon

Robin and Roxanne appointed to
the board of Cyclenation

Contacting the Campaign

Robin Heydon and Roxanne
De Beaux have been
appointed to the board of
Cyclenation in the roles of
chair and secretary
respectively. Cyclenation is
the federation of some 60 local cycling campaigning groups across the UK,
representing more than 8,800 members across the nation. Cyclenation has recently
been involved in supporting the publication and distribution, across the entire UK
network, of the highly regarded guide Making Space for Cycling created by our Robin
Heydon and Martin Lucas-Smith. Robin and Roxanne hope to work with Cyclenation
to increase the value and support that is provided to member groups, with a
particular focus on the tactics and tools that can help with campaigning.

Campaign Officer – Roxanne De Beaux
Cambridge Cycling Campaign
Llandaff Chambers, 2 Regent Street
Cambridge CB2 1AX
(01223) 690718
www.camcycle.org.uk
contact@camcycle.org.uk
Twitter: @camcycle
Facebook: CambridgeCyclingCampaign
Newsletter Editor – Paul Unwin
This newsletter is printed on FSC approved paper by
Cambridge Copy Studio

We celebrated our 20th anniversary with
a lovely gentle cycle ride around Cambridge to see some of the Campaign
wins. We ended at Sheep’s Green with
some drinks and cake. The cake was
lovely. A perfect end to a day of hard
work.

Melbourne and
Assen. The Assen
trip was
particularly
interesting as we
invited politicians
and officers along
so that they could
see first-hand what a cycling city
actually means. And it is not just
cycleways everywhere, but also the
unravelling of bicycle and car traffic,
plenty of bicycle parking and lovely
quiet streets with people chatting to
each other while riding bikes.

KW

You can learn more about Cyclenation at cyclenation.org.uk.
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MPs’ bike ride to Parliament
Bike Week 2015 launched on 10 June with the now customary
MPs’ bike ride to Parliament. I was honoured to receive an
invitation, along with committee member Jim Chisholm, and
we braved an early start cycling through London’s morning
peak-hour traffic to represent Cambridge Cycling Campaign at
the event. Also representing Cambridge were Patrick Joyce,
cycling officer for the county council, and Hugh Salt from
Dutch Bikes/the School Run Centre.

met with a degree of scepticism following recent cuts to the
Cycling Cities grants.

Of course, an MPs’ bike ride would not be complete without
the presence of the MP for the UK’s greatest cycling city and it
was great to see our own new MP, Daniel Zeichner, attending
the event. This was further enhanced by his recent announcement that he had joined the All Party Parliamentary Cycling
Group (APPCG).

Jim Chisholm, Hugh Salt, Roxanne De Beaux and Patrick Joyce
representing Cambridge with Dutch Ambassador Laetitia van den
Assum.
Photo: John Mallows
We also heard from Ian Austin, the co-chair of the APPCG (with
our Julian Huppert) in the last parliament, who reiterated the
group’s plans to work in the next parliament to push for
cycling to become 10% of all journeys by 2025.

The group lining up for their photo in front of the Albert
Memorial. There were too many people to fit in the shot.
The ride started at the Dutch Embassy where 100 attendees,
including MPs, peers, campaigners, business people and other
relevant parties, mingled over a hearty Dutch-style breakfast
and listened to a range of speeches. Of particular note was the
inspiring speech from the Dutch ambassador, Laetitia van den
Assum, who pointed out that ‘cycling is the great equaliser’,
and that ‘from our long experience, we know that challenges
sometimes seem unsurmountable, but they can be overcome’.
Her Excellency was followed by Robert Goodwill MP whose
positive announcement that there was funding for cycling was

Following the speeches, we rode at a leisurely pace past
several landmarks including the Albert Memorial where we
stopped for a group photo. There was clearly quite a number of
cyclists as we had a job just getting everyone to fit in the
frame. Of course, during our journey there were still some
drivers who insisted on beeping horns and making it difficult
for cyclists to travel safely. Clearly these drivers were not
aware that they were beeping at MPs, lords, ambassadors and
plainclothes police officers!
The ride finished at College Green in front of Parliament,
where attendees remained chatting and taking photos together
long after the event had officially ended. It was a great event
with a positive atmosphere and a feeling that we could work
together to really make a difference to cycling, across the UK.
Roxanne De Beaux
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There was another event to celebrate in June – the election of a new MP for Cambridge. We caught up with our newly elected MP,
Daniel Zeichner, to find out his plans for cycling during his term in Parliament. We are pleased to see that Daniel is continuing the
excellent work of our previous MP, Julian Huppert, and has joined the All Party Parliamentary Cycling Group. We also asked Julian to
look back on his time in Parliament and to share his advice and views on the challenges that lie ahead.

Interview with Daniel Zeichner MP
Daniel, congratulations on your election as Cambridge’s Member
of Parliament. What is your vision for cycling in Cambridge?
Cambridge is a cycling city – but it still lacks the infrastructure
to make cycling the safe, easy option it should be. If we could
unlock investment through a vastly improved City Deal, as I
have been arguing for in Parliament, we would have the
opportunity to really transform the situation.
What do you feel should be the transport priorities for the new
government? Is there much likelihood of cycling being taken
seriously?
Sadly, the City Deal remains the watered-down version, and
the prospects for re-regulation of our bus system remain
distant. The Labour city council has taken a strong lead and is
working with the county council and bringing forward
proposals such as the long-awaited Chisholm Trail, which are
welcome, but I fear we will need much more to avoid
impending gridlock.

There is still a mentality in some
quarters that sees cycling as a fringe
activity rather than a key transport
solution
You recently announced your membership of the All Party
Parliamentary Cycling Group. What role do you think the group
will play over the next five years?
I think it will go from strength to strength and build on the
good work from previous parliaments. Many parliamentarians
joined the annual Parliamentary Bike Ride, which I very much
enjoyed, and I think there is real momentum, particularly
around issues of safety. There is a growing awareness among
MPs of the very real dangers faced by cyclists and an
increasing understanding that real change is required to
prevent further fatalities and injuries. The group will be highprofile, but the question is the extent to which a cost-cutting
Conservative government can be persuaded to invest real
resources – the hypothecation of Vehicle Excise Duty funds for
road building is not encouraging.
Cambridge has the highest rates of cycling in the UK. What
lessons do you think we can share with other cities looking to
improve rates of cycling?
I think Cambridge is pretty unique, and it is partly about a
long-established culture. I think we have high rates of cycling
despite the infrastructure, rather than because of it, and we
should be looking elsewhere, probably outside the UK, for
lessons, rather than telling others how to do it – but hopefully
we can at least inspire others by showing it can be done.

Daniel on Parker’s Piece.
Why do you think that cycling is considered a fringe activity within
the DfT, despite the clear cost-benefit ratio?
The forces of small-c conservatism within many parts of the
civil service are, I’m afraid, very hard to overcome – and there
is still a mentality in some quarters that sees cycling as a
fringe activity rather than a key transport solution.
What could we, and indeed others in the cycle advocacy
community, do better to advance our cause of getting more people
cycling?
It mustn’t be confrontational, we mustn’t set different modes
against each other. I have always said I’m a pedestrian, a
cyclist, a bus user, a rail traveller and a car driver – they are
complementary. I’ve always been impressed by the way
Cambridge Cycling Campaign handles these issues, and I think
that the argument is gradually being won.
What, for you, are the main reasons for getting more people
cycling, more often?
It’s much more efficient as a transport solution, particularly in
cities, and should be much more healthy, although exposure to
traffic pollution is more harmful than many of us realise.
Do you ride your bicycle often? Where is your favourite place in
Cambridge to cycle?
Not nearly often enough – I’m rather attached to a very old
bike, and was amazed by the difference a newer model made
on the Parliamentary Bike Ride: probably time to replace!
Whether by foot or by bike, it’s hard to beat cycling along the
Cam – I live near Jesus Green – along to Fen Ditton!
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Interview with Julian Huppert
Julian, you’ve served five years in Parliament as our MP,
representing the cause of cycling admirably. Tell us about being
the co-chair of the All Party Parliamentary Cycling Group, your role
in it, and its achievements. What were your highlights and low
points?
It was in many ways an amazing five years for the cause of
cycling. It is now much further up the agenda than it was five
years ago, as a result of many things – success in the Olympics
and Tour de France, and the amazing spectacle of having it
here; the Times ‘Cities Fit For Cycling’ campaign, local
campaign groups and much more – but also the fact that we
were able to make cycling matter in Parliament and
government more than before. When I first put in a bid for a
parliamentary debate on cycling, the general view was that we
wouldn’t get enough MPs to show up – in the end, we broke
the record for MPs in Westminster Hall, our second debating
chamber, and even ran out of seats. From that point on, we had
established a level of importance and credibility that
transformed what could be done.
Highlights then included the Get Britain Cycling (GBC) inquiry
of 2013 that I led, which I think did set the standard for what
we were asking for nationally [see cartoon overleaf], and was
well covered – I was particularly proud that we managed to
get it supported by everyone from Living Streets to the
president of the AA; cycling is good for everyone, not opposed
to pedestrians and motorists.
Another highlight was the money that we managed to get in –
the Local Sustainable Transport Fund, the £214 million
announced in 2014, the Cycle City Ambition Grants – bringing
around £10 million to Cambridge, and much more.

Individuals benefit when they cycle, the
country benefits, and the world
benefits. What’s not to like?

Julian on King’s Parade.
What, for you, are the main reasons for getting more people
cycling, more often?
Simple – it’s a healthy, low-pollutant, low-carbon, efficient,
economic, sociable, reliable, congestion-busting, fun thing to
do. Individuals benefit when they cycle, the country benefits,
and the world benefits. What’s not to like?

In addition, supporting cycling is about deciding what sort of
city we want to live in. If you think about the street you live in,
The thing that will probably have the longest-lasting influence, and what you’d like it to look and feel like, you’d probably
however, was the Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy I
come up with something far more human than most of our
managed to get into the Infrastructure Act. This means there is streets currently are.
a legal requirement to have a strategy for active transport,
Of course, not everyone can cycle, and not every trip can
rather than it being a peripheral activity. I think that will be
sensibly be cycled – but people who don’t cycle are also
the key for future cycling investment.
benefited by others choosing to cycle rather than drive.
I’d pick two low points – one being the fact that despite all the
extra money, more than ever before, we are still way below the One of the first things that the Coalition government did in 2010
£10 per person, per year we called for as an initial step in GBC. upon taking office was the scrapping of Cycling England. What
were your thoughts on this?
We achieved a lot, but it’s pretty depressing how much more
there is still to do.
This was a bad idea and a great shame, but unfortunately
The second relates to that – we had a plan to try to get a
cross-party commitment to cycle funding. We in the Lib Dems
committed to the GBC target (that was easy – I wrote that bit
of the manifesto), but both Labour and the Conservatives
refused to join in. We just couldn’t get cycling to be seen as
something that would swing votes.

Cycling England got caught up in Philip Hammond’s desire to
get rid of QUANGOs. In fact, his instructions when he became
transport secretary were to get rid of cycling as a DfT function;
he saw it as unimportant and trivial. We fought back hard to
stop that, but we weren’t in time to save Cycling England. I
spoke in detail to the chair of Cycling England, and his view
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(continued from page 5)
was that it was more important to save Bikeability, which we
did manage to do.

collaborative working – some groups are too confrontational
to achieve much.

Why do you think that cycling is considered a fringe activity within But more generally, I think the key is to get out of the old
fights of cyclists vs drivers, or cyclists vs pedestrians, which the
the DfT, despite the clear cost-benefit ratio?
media are far too keen to want to present. The key is to argue
Not for any rational reasons! The best I can come up with is
for a better living environment for all. People in general
that it is a combination of cycling being a minority activity and benefit from sensible measures that will also help people
the fact that many of the solutions are not grand projects that
when they cycle.
get delivered nationally. I hope this will change, and the new
Lastly, what would you say to Cambridge’s new MP, Daniel
Investment Strategy should ensure that cycling rises up the
Zeichner, in terms of taking forward your work on cycling?
pecking order.
I hope Daniel will take cycling seriously, and actually do
What do you feel should be the priorities for the new government? something to push that ahead. It is very easy as an MP to look
Is there much likelihood of cycling being taken seriously?
like you’re doing things – Parliament abounds in things to
attend, sign, or pose for photos in front of. The challenge is
I wrote a full manifesto on this for the election! In terms of
actually making a difference, which takes far more time and
cycling, the proposals we made in GBC still stand: getting in
effort but is what actually matters. I hope Daniel will choose to
more funding, better road design, safety measures, more
make a difference on this.
training, and political leadership. Cycling absolutely has to be
Some of his Labour colleagues ‘get’ cycling – Ian Austin, my
taken seriously! So far, there haven’t been the right signs . . .
co-chair, Ben Bradshaw, Mary Creagh, to name a few. Others
What could we, and indeed others in the cycle advocacy
very much don’t – sadly including Michael Dugher, the shadow
community, do better to advance our cause of getting more people transport secretary. I hope Daniel will have the courage to
cycling?
challenge his own party if their anti-cycling wing becomes
more ascendant.
I think the Campaign does a fantastic job in engaging – it’s a
model to be followed elsewhere in the country. There’s an
important balance to strike between ardent activism and

A summary of the GBC recommendations.

I would love to see cycling being something that can be and is
supported across all the political parties.
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What difference has the Campaign made to you?
In the last newsletter we asked our members to tell us what differences the Campaign had made to their lives.
Here are the results . . .
‘I very much appreciate the work done in Gonville Place –
I use this junction everyday. Also, I like the Grand Arcade
cycle park. It's great how you can go to the cinema on
Regent Street, and then come back and find your bicycle
dry and well lit in a very convenient spot. Thank you
Camcycle.’

‘Riverside Bridge is a highlight for me. Good to look at,
great to ride over. It really shows what can be achieved
when you focus on non-motorised connections. Even my
three-year-old recognises the quality: “can we go over my
favourite bridge?” is a common request when riding near
the river.’

Tim Waller

Tom McKeown

‘I don't know what I would do without the Grand Arcade
cycle park. I only wish it was bigger!!’ @roxyfromoz

‘@camcycle Great work over 20 years. Well done in
particular to David and those involved from the start.’
@hopsncheese

‘It seems so small but it makes a difference to me every
day... The contraflow signs on Ross St in Romsey.’
@roxyfromoz
‘Reading the @camcycle newsletter & feeling all warm &
fuzzy about #camcycle20. So many bike-related happy
memories of this lovely city…’ @FlossieTeacake
‘Nice ride with @camcycle tonight to celebrate 20 year
anniversary. Good to catch up with @julianhuppert too ..’
@PaulNumber6

‘#camcycle20 has improved cycling on Gilbert Road
www.cycle.st/g182’ @iitm

Rachel Beale's three children on the Reach Ride 2009.
‘The Reach Ride: it might sound daft, but this has been a
massive one for me. I've been taking my three kids along
on it most years since they were big enough to manage it.
It’s such a great thing for them to feel part of something
bigger, and also to learn that they are capable of
travelling really quite a long way under their own steam.’
Rachel Beale

‘@camcycle: Our chair and vice-chair hold up our original
banner’ aha @hesterkw @robinheydon @KatsDekker

‘Without a doubt: lifting the daytime cycling ban on
central streets. I lived through it, and it was horrid – it
actually made Cambridge feel not like Cambridge. Your
speedy and co-ordinated opposition to the ban made sure
that it was a thankfully short-lived madness.’
Susan Grossey
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To mark our twentieth anniversary, we asked to hear something from our founder members on how they think the Campaign has grown
and progressed over the years. David Earl and Clare Macrae answered the call, and the next two articles show well the successes and
frustrations faced by the Campaign in the past and the challenges of the future.

Reflections on our twentieth anniversary
Twenty years: in some ways it's a shame we're still here. In
twenty years it would have been nice to think we could have
worked ourselves out of a job.
But if a week is a long time in politics, twenty years is a blink
of an eye in transport. We can look at what's on the ground
now and point to successes and improvements – and there are
many. When I first came to Cambridge thirty years ago, it had
almost nothing to help cyclists.
But really, I think we've made little progress locally and
nationally on a key point: cycling is still widely seen as a
problem to be solved or ignored and not a solution to be
enthusiastically adopted.
So, we're usually still squeezed in where it's possible, rather
than being integral at the outset. Just look at Cambourne, a
modern development, which still mostly dumps cyclists on the
pavements.
Northstowe might turn out a little better, but their first try was
just the same. Recently, take a look at the miserable proposals
for Cherry Hinton High Street, an improvement only because
things are so dire to start with. Developers have discovered
two-tier racks, to meet their minimum planning obligations,
and not because they truly believe bikes matter. A recent
consultation about the use of Coldham’s Common seemed to
start with cyclists as interlopers rather than the single most
significant user group.

But it's so slow. Twenty years on and we still don't have
anywhere near enough cycle parking at the station – though
it's coming. Twenty years on we still don't have a through
route along the railway, though it's coming too and some long
sections are already there. Twenty years on and we're still
having to fight for access to every one-way street, rather than
this access being a general principle which we thought had
been agreed.
Nevertheless, we've been able to get some things to change,
and so far to hold back overwhelming traffic where most other
places have failed, and the high cycling levels have reflected
that. We've done that from a small start to around 1,200
members now, so we are a significant voice in our community.

If a week is a long time in politics,
twenty years is a blink of an eye in
transport
Support has been available in many quarters. I'd like to pay
particular tribute to long-standing member Julian Huppert's
work in Parliament over the last five years – a quarter of the
Campaign's existence. His predecessor but one, Anne
Campbell, has also been a long-standing supporter and helped
launch the Campaign.

Many of our local politicians cycle and recognise its value, but
they are also up against many that don't. And many of our
officials are in the same position: Mike Davies and his team
have been able to do great things and have provided muchneeded continuity in often precarious funding circumstances,
but only a small part of traffic engineering goes through his
department. Former senior staff like Brian Smith and John
Yet in wider ways, and in some part down to us, Cambridge has Edwards at the county council and Peter Studdert in a variety
held back floodgates in lean years, against out-of-town
of roles, but particularly as head of city planning, provided
shopping, and against traffic in a big chunk of the city centre.
much needed support.
And critically, cycling is still successfully rooted in our
So, we're still here. I'd like us not to be in another twenty
community – though some of the venomous, vicious hatred
spewed out via the online comments section of the Cambridge years, but I suspect we will still need to be.
The Catholic Church junction was for me the most dispiriting
recent evidence of why we still need to exist. Nearly £1m, half
of it from a cycling budget, to rebuild a junction with hardly
any provision for cyclists where councillors’ avowed numberone aim was maintaining motor traffic capacity. Now we're
stuck with it for a generation.

News might make you think otherwise.

While the lion's share of promised new money is being
pumped into buses, despite the numbers, I can't see us being
another Copenhagen where cyclists are truly wanted, not just
tolerated, but we can continue to argue our case and make
slow progress.
It's amazing how often we have spent ten years arguing for
something, being told it's impossible, can't be done. And then
there's a shift, and it becomes orthodoxy, as if it were never a
problem. It needs a long-term focus. And it needs new people,
who I'm delighted to see coming forward. I stepped down last
year, not to disappear but to try to deal with some long
overdue back-office things. I'm really encouraged to see the
enthusiasm of those following in the pedals of the Campaign I
helped to found twenty years ago.
David Earl
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Cambridge Cycling Campaign and me
I moved (back) to Cambridge in October 1994: just as I was
regaining my cycling confidence, I was invited to get involved
with preparations for what became the launch of Cambridge
Cycling Campaign on 16 June 1995. I remember my excitement
at the launch evening, and collecting membership money from
many new members – believing this was going to work.
Over the next 15 years I held various roles: treasurer,
coordinator, liaison officer and treasurer again, until having to
step down from the committee altogether in summer 2010,
owing to pressures of work.
In that time, I also represented the Cycling Campaign on the
steering group of ‘Cycle Friendly Employers’, which later
became ‘Travel for Work’ – and I subsequently became the
chair of that steering group.
One personal highlight was representing the Campaign on the
judging panel for the design competition for Riverside Bridge.

Notable changes
There have been some very visible infrastructure projects
over the years:
● Jubilee Cycle Route
● Jane Coston Bridge
● Riverside Bridge
● The Tins Path
● The Genome Path
● The Busway.
There have been some significant policy changes too, such as
the reduction in speed limits in several areas of the city.

I remember my excitement at the
launch evening – believing this was
going to work
And 17 years after Jim Chisholm first wrote up his proposal for
a route across the city, along the railway line, it is now
accepted public policy, and even supported publicly by parliamentary candidates a few months ago – and major news seems
imminent! This really shows the value of persistence.

Looking back
I sympathise deeply with the frustration expressed in David's
article [see previous page]. Little things that should have been
easy always seemed so hard. I really wish there didn't need to
be so many volunteers having to put so much of their valuable
time and energy into promoting something so obviously
beneficial as cycling.
Consider, for example, the incredible volunteer effort required
to achieve a decent surface on The Busway maintenance track,
or to provide two-way access to the Grand Arcade cycle park.

Clare Macrae, a founder member of the Campaign.
But five years on from daily involvement with the Campaign, I
feel I have the luxury of a different perspective – one of simply
enjoying the pleasures of cycling as everyday transport that, for
the most part, continues to get better in and around
Cambridge.
On my daily 2.5 mile ride each way across the city, I now have
the choice of four very pleasant independent routes, and I have
just counted well over two dozen improvements to them, all
made over the lifetime of the Campaign, and all thanks to the
efforts of Campaign members and council officers and
members.
I feel very fortunate to be able to live in a city with such a
great cycling culture as Cambridge, and with ever improving
cycleability!
Heartfelt thanks to all those involved in Cambridge Cycling
Campaign, and long may it continue to thrive, and improve the
quality of life for so many people in the Cambridge area.
Clare Macrae
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Remodelling Milton Road
Milton Road connects the city centre to the Science Park and
Business Park. These are key areas of employment, both for
current residents and for people who will move into the city.
The new Science Park station will add to the pressure on
Milton Road. To ensure that our city remains such a pleasant
place to live and work, there needs to be an effective transport
system. Cycling takes up far less road space than car use. Good
cycle facilities make journey times reliable and create a
human-scale and less polluted environment. These are all
factors which increase people’s quality of life and make
Cambridge attractive. So cycling is vital for business and
research in the city to flourish – even for those who don’t
cycle.
Cycling on Milton Road is currently awkward. The road space is
divided into two fast carriageways and a bus lane. On one side
there is shared space for pedestrians and cyclists, unsatisfactory for both, and cars regularly park on the pavements. City
Deal funding could be used to provide bus lanes in both
directions, but we think better could be done for the city’s
residents. Ideally, cycling facilities would be upgraded to Dutch
standards and consistently wide pavements built – in addition
to making the bus lane tidal, so buses avoid the congestion in
both morning and evening peaks.
The trees on Milton Road are an important part of the
streetscape, and thought must be given to incorporating trees
into any proposal, ideally as a separation from traffic. This

Hotch-potch of cycleway and bus lanes.
on or turn right. An alternative proposal is for ten-second
bursts for cyclists and pedestrians between movements of
motorised traffic. Cyclists would cycle past the traffic lights as
if turning left, would wait for the green and then cross in any
direction. The special provision for cyclists would need to be
visible from a distance. At minor junctions cars could be made
to give way to cyclists and pedestrians.
Some more ambitious ideas could be explored. Cycle
improvements and bus priority measures would presumably be
introduced in tandem. Traffic signals could limit access for
motor vehicles to junctions at busy times, to allow buses to
cross junctions and run along the busiest section between the
Golden Hind and Arbury Road junctions. This would improve
traffic flow, which would benefit those cyclists who choose to
use the road. If the bus lane were a guided busway, this would
free up some space for better cycle facilities, but would mean
that many buses could not use it. Floating bus stops, such as
those on Huntingdon Road, could be introduced here.

How things should be done: a typical off-road cycleway in Assen.
needs to be discussed with the city council’s tree department,
local councillors and the North Area Committee. There have
already been suggestions of replacing the trees – we don’t
want this to happen without regard to cycle facilities!
Junctions are the most dangerous points on the road for
cyclists, so special care needs to be put into planning major
junctions. One possible proposal is for joint cycle and
pedestrian crossings across each side of the junction. The
crossings should be single-stage and waiting times need to be
short. Cyclists would not have to stop when turning left, and
would only have to cross one side of the junction to go straight

The development of proposals is still at an early stage, but it is
hoped that broad agreement can be reached that Milton Road
should have excellent facilities for cyclists (and pedestrians). It
will be necessary to work closely with county and city councils,
but also with users of the Science Park and Business Park.
People who cycle on Milton Road could be encouraged to write
to their employers in favour of these proposals; businesses and
councillors will hopefully not cling to car-orientated mentalities, and help in developing more imaginative proposals.
Around a third of Cambridge households don’t have access to a
car and many who move into the city for work will make a
choice on whether to own one. It is only fair to these people
and essential to the future health of the city’s transport system
that we facilitate much higher levels of cycling on Milton Road.
Oscar Hughes
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The Milton Road segregated cycleways petition
In May a petition was launched for segregated cycle routes to
be included on Milton Road under the City Deal alongside the
bus priority proposals.
Robin Heydon’s article in Newsletter 118
(camcycle.org.uk/newsletters/118/article3.html) provides a
starting point for the discussion, which is continued in Oscar’s
preceding article. The petition is not about any one specific
proposal, but rather the principle of safe, direct cycle routes

that anyone can use, separated from pedestrians and motor
traffic.
The options to go out to consultation will be considered over
the coming months, with a full public consultation due early
next year. Please sign the petition to show support for highquality cycling options to be included in the consultation.
You can find the petition at tinyurl.com/miltonroadpetition
Hester Wells

Chisholm Trail Is Go! (nearly)
The Chisholm Trail has passed the first major hurdle, being
recommended by the Greater Cambridge City Deal Assembly
for funding, public consultation and a planning application
over the next few months. Of course, as with so many
publications (even ones that only come out every two months),
major decisions do seem to occur between the publication
‘going to bed’, and hitting the streets. So as I write this we
cannot be certain that the Greater Cambridge City Deal Board
will ‘rubber stamp’ the Assembly’s recommendation. I will
assume it does!

straightforward. Some groups will feel disadvantaged, and it
will be crucial to ensure that schools, colleges and businesses
– who will be big beneficiaries of the improved sustainable
transport links – put forward a good case for the facilities.
The project report by consultant John Grimshaw (founder of
Sustrans), and the officer report to the Assembly are at
camcycle.org.uk/jumpto/chisholmtrailreportC and
camcycle.org.uk/jumpto/chisholmtrailreportOF

Some sections over green space will not meet the ideal
standards, but a minimum width of 3.5m should be achievable,
There will then be leases over land to be negotiated, especially
except at a couple of pinch-points. Along the rail corridor near
with Network Rail, Gonville & Caius College (Ditton Meadows),
Mill Road Bridge there are opportunities for a well-separated
Cambridge Past, Present and Future, and even the city council.
footway and cycle route with informal green space including
The public consultation, proposed for the autumn, will not be
trees. Can we dig up existing excessive tarmac in one place
and use it for a sub-base in another, with removed soil
returning to green-over a formerly impervious surface?
I've always known that there would be pinch-points near the
spare arches beneath Mill Road Bridge. It is the use of those
spare arches that can make north-south trips so much more
pleasant, as it will provide good routes avoiding major road
crossings at congested junctions. It appears that, apart from a
couple of short shared-use sections of around 3m effective
width, a good standard route should be achievable with a lease
from Network Rail. At the pinch-point, the only alternative
option would incur the vast expense of moving rail tracks and
associated overhead electrification masts.
Watch out for a longer article in your next newsletter.
Jim Chisholm

Cycle rides

Do you cycle around Cambridge and fancy going a bit
further? If so, why not come for a ride with CTC Cambridge?
We hold up to six rides a week in the countryside around
Cambridge, and know all the prettiest and quietest routes.
Our rides are sociable, non-competitive and moderatelypaced, and always include refreshment stops. Non-CTC
members are welcome to come and try us out. See our
calendar of rides at www.ctc-cambridge.org.uk for full
details. All rides are graded to give an indication of speed
and distance so you should be able to find a ride which suits
you. If you're unsure, our twice-monthly Saturday morning
rides are a great way to start.
Nigel Deakin
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City Deal for Madingley Road/A1303/A428 corridor
The first City Deal (bit.ly/gccitydeal) scheme to come to public
consultation will be for the Madingley Road/A428 corridor.
Local councils have identified improving public transport as
the top priority. Unfortunately they, or their contracted
consultants Atkins, decided that building bus lanes/ways is the
only solution worth considering for this corridor.

2.63 and similarly in 2.59]. The existing facilities are mostly
poor and disjointed, with little scope for improvement if the
road is widened. And sharing a bus lane is neither safe for
cyclists nor good for bus punctuality.
Although the City Deal Executive Board is willing to back a
‘hybrid option’, it is not willing to put forward a stand-alone
cycle/footway option, even though it might be popular and
cost-effective when combined with one of the cheaper road
options.

Briefly, the proposal is to build new capacity for buses in two
phases using two tranches of funding: the first will run to a
proposed new park-and-ride site at Madingley Mulch
roundabout; the second onwards to Cambourne. The options,
Councillor Des O’Brien (Bourn, S. Cambs) has expressed a
shown in draft on the map below, range from adding a bus
generally held scepticism about a cycleway linking Cambourne
lane along sections of the route to building a new busway from
to Cambridge: ‘How realistic are plans to have cyclists
Cambourne to Grange Road.
commute ten or more miles to Cambridge and beyond?’ But he
and others miss the point: linking Cambourne, Highfields
Hardwick, Coton and Cambridge is not simply about
It is proposed that [cycling and walking] Caldecote,
getting commuters into Cambridge; it’s about linking
facilities will remain largely unchanged, communities with each other and with local schools, shops and
amenities.
but the bus lane may provide an

alternative option for those cyclists
who choose to use the road
(Atkins report)
The busway options (1c and 2c) offer the most for cyclists
because they incorporate dedicated cycle/footways similar to
those found alongside the Guided Busway. However they are
also by far the most expensive (at £67m and £27.5m
respectively), and will meet concerted opposition from
protectors of the green belt, and residents in Coton and
Newnham.

A British Cycling report (bit.ly/cyclingbenefits) concluded that
Danish levels of cycling in the UK could save the NHS
£17 billion within 20 years, reduce road deaths by 30%,
increase mobility of the nation’s poorest families by 25%,
increase retail sales by a quarter, and cut congestion. The city
council might buy this, but the county council and South
Cambs Council do not.
Perhaps most disappointing is the total lack of consultation,
research, analysis and traffic modelling in coming up with
these proposals. Why, where, when and how do people travel
now? What choices do they have and would they like? For each
of these options, what will traffic flows be once thousands of
new homes have been built in this corridor, including the
3,000 homes and 2,000 rooms for postgraduates on the North
West site (www.nwcambridge.co.uk)? This is critical
information that people will not have when they respond to
the public consultation in September/October.

The other options, for the most part, offer little for cyclists.
Graham Hughes (executive director of economy, transport and
environment at Cambridgeshire County Council) has given
repeated assurances that ‘high quality’ cycling infrastructure
will be a part of whatever scheme is built, but this is difficult
In the next newsletter we will review the options in more
to reconcile with the Atkins report (bit.ly/atkinsreport): ‘It is
detail, propose alternatives, and let you know how you can
proposed that [cycling and walking] facilities will remain
largely unchanged, but the bus lane may provide an alternative influence the outcome of the consultation.
option for those cyclists who choose to use the road.’ [para
Edward Leigh @edwardaleigh

Draft map of options coming to public consultation in September.
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The cycle barometer a year on
A year ago Cambridge's first cycle barometer was erected on
the bend in the cycle path between the Gonville Place crossing
and Regent Terrace (see Newsletter 115).

week beginning 30 March 2015 – the week before Easter –
and the one after. School half-term breaks also show up. The
week of 27 October had an average of 532, compared with over
700 for the weeks before and after. Similarly, the week
I cycle past it on my way to work most mornings, around
beginning 16 February had an average of 455 compared with
9.00am, and took to noting how many cyclists had gone past by
over 600 for the weeks on either side. For the week beginning
the time I got there. I have now done so for almost a year. So I
25 May the figure was 481, compared with 681 and 666.
have data for most weekdays. Not weekends, as I rarely cycle
into town on a weekend morning, and not many Wednesdays,
What also seems apparent is a pattern of daily variation.
as that's usually my day off.
Ignoring Wednesdays, as I do not have sufficient data, from
these figures it looks as if the highest number of cyclists
travelling past before about 9.15 in the morning is on
Tuesdays, while Friday is the day with fewest cyclists. I think
this makes sense, as many people, if taking a day off work, will
take Friday or Monday to make a long weekend.
I don't think weather makes much difference, which is not
surprising as the weather has to be very bad for me to even
consider not cycling. I don't have a car and the bus takes
longer, even without factoring in the waiting time.
It would be interesting to see whether these patterns are also
apparent in the daily totals, but at the moment we do not have
the official figures from the cycle barometer. See
camcycle.cyclescape.org/threads/339
Monica Frisch

Romsey collision
follow-up
In the last newsletter I wrote about a van that crashed into
the back of my bike. Despite my winning the case in the
small claims court the driver never paid for the damage. A
reader got in touch to ask why I hadn't sued the driver's
insurance company.

Cambridge's first cycle barometer.
The figures are not very accurate. I do not go past at the same
time every day and, in any case, the clock on the barometer
does not keep good time, being several minutes fast;
furthermore, it took months to be adjusted for summertime. In
addition, if several cyclists pass at the same time it is hard to
be certain whether, for example, one was the six hundredth
and tenth or six hundredth and eleventh cyclist. Nevertheless,
for most of the past year I know which number I was.
It varies quite a lot but is usually between six and seven
hundred – the average number of cyclists passing the
barometer before 9.00am on weekdays is 620, ranging from
382 to 779. What I think is noticeable is the effect of school
holidays. The two weeks with the lowest averages were the

At the time of the crash I did not get the driver's insurance
details and I've since learned from the police that it is not
a requirement for them to be provided (gov.uk/vehicleinsurance/if-youre-in-an-accident). The police also refused
to pass on those details citing 'data protection', which I
challenged but was not in a position to press further.
Then I found this website: askmid.com and paid £4, which
yielded the details of the driver's insurance company on
the day of the incident. Alas, this was to no avail: the
insurance company's claims-handling service told me that
I cannot claim twice for the same incident and that the
judgment I have against the driver would need to be
enforced.
I looked again at the enforcement options, which would
cost £100, and the advice makes it clear that recovery of
the money is far from guaranteed. So once again I have
put this matter to rest.
Simon Nuttall
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Drawing competition winners

Oda Stoevesandt and
Karsten Koehler's
daughter Cato (5), got a
new red bike for her
birthday recently.

Megan Woodward
(5), with a drawing
showing her on the
tag-along behind
her mum Rosie.

Ellie Woodward (7),
shows us how much
she loves bikes.
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Streetfilms visits Cambridge
Cambridge was recently visited by Streetfilms director Clarence
Eckerson Jr who spent three days filming cycling and other
sustainable modes of transport. Based in New York and created
all over the world, Streetfilms has over 500 videos that are
freely distributed online and are used to educate campaigners
and decision-makers about sustainable transport solutions. As
the leading city for cycling in the UK, it was Cambridge’s turn
to be in the spotlight.

bicycles. The oldest was a 93-year-old, the youngest was
probably three (although she was going too quickly to ask!).
The Campaign also made the most of Clarence’s visit and
hosted a Q&A session and video screening of some of his
favourite videos, including one of Groningen in preparation for
the Campaign’s study tour. There was an excellent turn-out
from interested campaigners who were keen to learn not only
about what Clarence had seen around the world but also how
we could produce excellent video footage to assist with
campaigning.

As the leading city for cycling in the UK,
it was Cambridge’s turn to be in the
spotlight
A highlight from Clarence’s visit was the realisation of one of
his dreams, to be number one on a bicycle counter. This was
filmed with great comedic value at the Parker’s Piece cycle
barometer after a very late night trying to get the timing right
(a challenge considering the clock on the cycle barometer was
incorrect).

Clarence visits the cycle racks on Thoday Street to shoot a story.
Clarence started his visit with a tour of Cambridge, led by Jim
Chisholm and Robin Heydon. They showed Clarence a number
of important parts of what makes Cambridge special for
cycling, including Riverside Bridge, filtered permeability, the
core traffic scheme and improvements to key roads such as
Hills Road. The group then rode out on the Genome Path and
back up The Busway to the City Centre. Clarence was
particularly delighted with The Busway. Within 24 hours a
video of The Busway and an interview with Jim was posted to
the Streetfilms website with views from all over the world.
The next day was Roxanne’s turn to host Clarence,
accompanying him to a range of interviews. First up was Mike
Davies from Cambridgeshire County Council with Riverside
Bridge in the background. This was followed by a visit to Outspoken with the perfect opportunity to observe a Bikeability
course in action and to interview Outspoken trainers, couriers
and new head of bike maintenance & events, Judy Duddridge.
The day finished with an interview with Hugh Salt from Dutch
Bikes, where Roxanne was able to try out her skills behind the
camera to capture the scene of Hugh cycling around Hope
Street Yard (with Clarence sitting in the infamous yellow clog).
In many places, taking videos of people cycling requires
waiting around for many hours, so when you see two or three
people at a time you have to jump off your bicycle and quickly
capture them. Clarence soon realised that this was not going to
be a problem in Cambridge and instead just stopped wherever
he wanted and took lots of shots of people of all ages on

Clarence with Hugh from the School Run centre. Right before
Clarence went for a ride in the clog.
Clarence also spent a few days in London before and after the
Cambridge visit to interview Rod King from the 20's Plenty
campaign and capture the increase in cycling in London.
Streetfilms from around the world, including one about The
Busway, can be seen at www.streetfilms.org. The official
Cambridge film will be released in early August. In the
meantime a preview can be seen at
www.vimeo.com/133631594
Roxanne De Beaux
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Cycling in Barcelona
Early this May I went on holiday to Barcelona. I am a terrible
tourist and tend to like doing the same things on holidays as I
do at home, these things being cycling, eating and drinking. So
Barcelona was the perfect destination for me, perhaps
epitomised within the first hour of arriving at our destination
in Gracia where on our way to hiring bikes we stopped at a
bicycle-themed cafe for a delicious lunch and glass of wine.
Barcelona is a wonderful city to cycle in. While not perfect, it is
easy to see how political will has resulted in real action to
make the city safe and convenient to cycle in. According to
Copenhagenize (copenhagenize.com), only eight years ago
there were virtually no bicycles in Barcelona. In a relatively
short period of time it has become one of the leading cycling
cities of Europe and continues to improve. Barcelona is
climbing up the Copenhagenize Index (an inventory and
ranking of bicycle-friendly cities, see
copenhagenize.eu/index/about.html), reaching 11th place in
2015. It must be acknowledged, however, that Barcelona did
have an excellent starting point with wide roads and avenues
that allowed plenty of space for cycle lanes to be installed.
They make for wonderful cycle routes with spacious lanes and
established trees and gardens. However, narrow roads have
also seen clever approaches to providing space for cycling.

Raised platforms at bus stops slow bicycle traffic and allow access
to the bus. These portable measures seem an efficient method of
installation.
The lanes are not just for tourists. Barcelona also has one of
the world’s most successful bike-sharing schemes.
Unfortunately for foreign tourists, the scheme is only available
to people with a Spanish bank account. This scheme certainly
helps to reduce the amount of cycle parking required around
the city – I was surprised at how little there seemed to be,
although there was always a space when we needed it. The
share bikes also help reduce the risk of theft faced by locals.
Any bike or bicycle part that is not locked down will be stolen
within minutes – no doubt a symptom of the tough economic
times. So wary of theft must one be, that our rental bikes came
with four locks each. One back wheel lock, a D-lock, a lock to
attach the seat to the frame and finally one to attach the
basket to the frame. This made for heavy riding.
Despite the segregated provision in most places, there are still
a number of hazards to be aware of, the most dangerous being
the tourist. While we are used to this hazard around central
Cambridge, the selfie-taking, backwards-walking, suddendirection-changing and oblivious nature of the tourist in

Barcelona requires a very high degree of awareness, especially
around famous Gaudi buildings. It is also very common to
encounter skateboarders, rollerbladers and joggers in the
lanes. Overall I found drivers to be very considerate; however,
on the odd occasion we ventured onto a ‘car-only’ busy road I
did find it to be intimidating – drivers certainly expect bicycles
to be in their own lanes.

Political will has resulted in real action
to make the city safe and convenient to
cycle in
To cycle successfully around Barcelona it is essential to have a
good map that documents cycling infrastructure, because this
is still quite patchy and there are also a number of one-way
roads that also appear to apply to cyclists. We often found
ourselves at the end of a one-way road with no connecting
cycle track and only a very busy road to cycle on. We would
dismount and walk along the footway until we were able to
rejoin a suitable track. I am sure locals would learn to avoid
these situations but we did find it a challenge and it is these
incidents that can put off new cyclists as they will not feel
safe. Another annoyance was the awful phasing of traffic lights
along major cycling routes. The constant stop/start was
frustrating for gathering momentum: we were cycling with four
heavy duty locks after all. Implementation of a green wave in
these locations would be fantastic.
While we were there we witnessed the improvement and
construction of cycle paths. It seems that Barcelona has taken
the approach of starting with paint and lane-segregating
armadillos as temporary measures while they slowly improve
the lanes to create proper segregation. The construction sites
that we encountered seemed to be relatively considerate of
cyclists. The further out of the central city we rode the better
some of the infrastructure appeared to be. There did appear to
be a number of different approaches to cycle lanes with some
being one-way and others bi-directional. Although this created
some confusion, the basics were there with priority at

The sign says it all: the streets of Gracia are designed to be
liveable and safe for everyone.
junctions and sufficient width for cycling. Another creative
temporary measure was a portable, raised, bus platform (see
photo). This encouraged cyclists to slow down and made a
clear and safe crossing for those getting on the bus.
Even the narrow streets of Gracia, where segregated cycling
would not be possible, were made to feel safe through a
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Tandem cycling with Cam Sight
Cam Sight are a local charity supporting people with sight loss.
They offer tandem cycling as one of their services.
The person on the front seat is the pilot, who steers; the
person at the rear of the bike, the stoker, pedals and
contributes to the speed of the tandem. The availability of the
service is dependent on the number of tandems and volunteer
pilots they have.
This is a great opportunity to bring the joy of cycling to
someone with sight loss who may not be able to cycle on their

A Cam Sight tandem team at this year's A10 Cycling Campaign
awareness ride.
(continued from page 16)
system known as ‘Superblocks’. Rat-running is avoided by only
allowing access to residential traffic, and roads are designed
for shared use. There is no height difference between
footpaths and the road. This level surface makes it easy for
people to move out of the way on the very rare occasions that
a car must pass, and it is particularly good for those in
wheelchairs or pushing buggies. One of my favourite things
here was a sign advising motorists to look out for children
playing football in the street (see photo on facing page).
All in all, I would recommend Barcelona for a holiday, not only
for the amazing food, drink and architecture but also for the
ease with which you can travel around the city by bicycle. I
was very inspired by what I saw there and it is clear that the
quick manner in which Barcelona has implemented their
infrastructure is due to political will for sustainable public
spaces. The city is clearly benefiting from this, both in day-today life and through the tourist experience.
Roxanne De Beaux

Protected cycle lanes and smooth surfaces also attract
many skateboarders.

own, as well as to raise awareness of Cam Sight and the other
work they do. It’s a highly sociable activity which enables
people with sight loss to exercise when conventional gyms and
sports activities are inaccessible.
Peter Rodgers takes part as a stoker. He says:
‘Earlier this year I was invited to become a stoker on the Cam
Sight tandem after a taster session some months earlier. I was
introduced to pilot and sterling volunteer Charles Nisbet.
Between us we agreed a mutual time for rides; an hour once a
fortnight suited Charles but I enjoy these rides so much I
would ride more often given the chance. Charles keeps up a
running commentary of where we are and anything of interest
we are passing, which is invaluable to the visually impaired
and adds greatly to the experience. I can thoroughly
recommend the Cam Sight tandem service to anyone
reasonably fit who enjoys cycling and the outdoors.’
Cam Sight currently owns two tandems and there are eight
hard-working pilots. If you would like to be a pilot, with or
without your own tandem, or a stoker on the back of a tandem,
please contact Warren at Cam Sight on 01223 420033 or
warren@camsight.org.uk
Hester Wells
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Melbourne bicycle parking case study
I recently returned to Melbourne in Australia for a quick visit to
family and friends, and while there I was pleasantly surprised
at the increased number of people cycling and the improvements to cycling infrastructure. One of the best changes I
observed was in front of my old local cafe, where car parking
space had been converted into cycle parking. Following on
from our article in Newsletter 119 regarding the conversion of
car parking space to bicycle parking space in Thoday Street, I
thought it would be interesting to explore this change further,
particularly from a business perspective.

I am pleased to see that a business
owner was able to drive this change in
their community – getting even more
bicycle parking installed than was
originally intended

significant and regular amount of use and car drivers were not
affected, as there were always at least two empty parking
spaces nearby. Feedback was also sought from local residents
and businesses. To 70 letters sent there were 13 responses: 10
supporting the change and 3 in opposition. An additional
survey of the same group indicated that 97% supported the
bike parking. While most traders supported the provision of
cycle parking, they were less supportive about the removal of
parking spaces.
Within these results, however, there was an indication that
residents thought the cycle parking would be safer and more
appropriate on a nearby side street. This was particularly
supported by a second cafe, next to that site. In view of this,
the council decided to conduct another trial in the new
location, following which they would determine if permanent
parking should be installed and in which location.

I was a regular customer at this establishment during 2012 and
2013. At this time the proprietor was using some of the footpath space to provide bicycle parking – at the cost of
additional tables for customers. He had a loyal customer base
of cyclists; however, they certainly struggled to find space to
park their bikes. It was clear that neighbouring residents were
frustrated as they had placed signs in their front windows
requesting that bicycles be kept away.

Customers can keep an eye on their bikes while enjoying the
sunshine and their coffee.

By 20 October of that year, before the second trial was complete, the council decided that the bicycle parking in front of
the first cafe should be made permanent, provided additional
features were implemented to improve safety and the appearance of the racks. By the end of November the cycle park was
installed.
The permanent cycle racks at the front of the cafe are filled with
bikes on busy days.
Reviewing the minutes of the local council and bicycle
advisory group provided insight into the process that was
undertaken to install the permanent cycle park.

Despite concerns that having two sections of car parking converted into bicycle parking would provoke negative reactions
from the community, in December the council decided to make
the second bicycle parking site permanent as well. The council
is now continuing to monitor these sites and use them to guide
further installation of bicycle parking in other locations.

I was particularly pleased to read about the key policies that
The owner originally proposed the installation in 2013 and
the council considered in making their decision:
following consultation with residents and businesses a trial
was undertaken for three months in early 2014. This trial
● environmental sustainability: bicycle parking would result
involved the conversion of one parking space into temporary
in positive shifts towards sustainable transport
bike racks for eight bicycles. Throughout this trial, car use in
● human rights, equity and inclusion: improving mobility
the street was monitored and community feedback was sought.
through cycling and walking assists in reducing social
The results of the trial were overwhelmingly positive.
isolation
Monitoring of the area showed that the bicycle racks had a
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Espresso Library
Cambridge has recently welcomed Espresso Library, a new cafe
that is not just about coffee, but also cycling. The cafe is
conveniently located on East Road near Parker’s Piece, and the
free Wi-Fi, ample space and mix of modern, Scandinavian and
industrial decor have made it quite the appealing destination.
I’ve spent a fair amount of time there recently and I particularly
enjoy sitting at the front window watching the world and
cyclists go by.

The most important feature of a cafe is the coffee, and
Espresso Library passes the test for a discerning Melburnian
used to one of the world’s best coffee cultures. My usual order
of a soya decaf latte often provokes the ire of baristas, but at
Espresso Library it isn’t a problem. They have even encouraged
me to try the homemade almond milk.
The food is also delicious. On my latest visit I enjoyed a
generous serving of salmon on wholesome rye topped with
lemon zest and accompanied by a fresh salad of mixed greens.
Combining this with a fresh green juice left me full, satisfied
and feeling healthy. Just what John and Malgo have been
aiming for.
Beyond supporting recreational cyclists, John is also keen to
encourage the everyday cyclist. Cycle parking is at a premium
as the numerous nearby Sheffield stands are often filled to
capacity. To increase the parking provision John has purchased
additional cycle racks and will install them when approved by

Espresso Library is always busy with students and lunch meetings,
but I have always managed to get a seat.
Bringing something new to Cambridge is the carefully
designed area for recreational cyclists which includes a large
communal table, indoor wall-hanging cycle parking and a giant
map of Cambridge (to review the day’s ride). This is a key part
in the vision of owners John and Malgo, healthy-living
enthusiasts, who aim to provide healthy food and promote the
athleticism of cycling.

I particularly enjoy sitting at the front
window watching the world and cyclists
go by
John is a keen cyclist and identified a need in Cambridge for a
suitable location to convene after lengthy rides. In particular,
he saw a need for safe cycle parking where valuable bikes
could be kept in sight. The cafe also runs regular bike rides for
their cycling community. Malgo benefits from the cycle parking
as the house is no longer cluttered with bikes before and after
rides. She is also the force behind the delicious menu,
designing the healthy meals based on seasonal, local, organic
produce.
(continued from page 18)
● economic development: installation of bike parking was a
positive step; it provided more parking and also freed up
the footpaths so that additional outdoor seating could be
used.
I strongly believe that increasing cycling and walking
infrastructure provides numerous benefits for the local

Enjoying a delicious meal and healthy juice while watching the
world, and cyclists, go by.
the council. The parking cannot come soon enough as the
indoor parking is in hot demand by all types of cyclists, despite
being restricted to lighter road bikes without locks.
Espresso Library is always full so they are clearly doing
something right. Not only is good coffee important in
Cambridge, but so are places that support the large economic
force that is the city’s cyclists. I can’t wait to see what
Cambridge has to offer next.
Roxanne De Beaux

community and local business, and I am pleased to see that a
business owner was able to drive this change in their
community – getting even more bicycle parking installed than
was originally intended. A review of the cafe’s Facebook page
shows that the bike parking is regularly filled beyond capacity,
so I am sure that the business has benefited greatly from its
efforts.
Roxanne De Beaux
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Interview with a local bespoke-cycle craftsman
Ever dreamt of ditching the day job and following your passion
for cycling? I recently met SaiTong Man who has done exactly
that: leaving behind a career in software and putting his life
savings into building bespoke cycles. He invited me to his
workshop where he explained how Satoma Cycles had started.
‘I was at Ninja Theory [a video game studio based in
Cambridge] for a number of years and I grew tired of doing the
same things over and over again. I’ve always built and
constructed things outside of work and always loved cycling. I
had this big yearning to build and craft again, and I wanted to
really bring all my passions together as one.’ It was handcrafting custom bike frames that allowed these to come
together.

In essence what I build is like a tailored
suit in terms of a bicycle frame
Every bike SaiTong produces is a one-off – custom designed
and personalised for the client. ‘Any customer can come to me
and ask for any design, any shaping of the bike. It's all custom
to their requirement and also to fit their anatomy.’ SaiTong
explains that customers will have had a frame fitting done, or
found an existing frame that they feel is perfect to copy
dimensions from, ‘I will get millimetre measurements where
every single component for the bike needs to be for that
person. Then I design the frame geometry to suit their riding
and what they actually want to do. From that point I put it all
into CAD [computer-aided design], and from that CAD drawing
I construct the frame exactly so that we know with a certain
size stem, a certain extension of seat post, a certain length
crank set, that they will get all the contact points exactly
Satoma Cycles workshop.
where it should be for them to be most efficient at riding. So in
essence what I build is like a tailored suit in terms of a bicycle However, it’s not all about function with SaiTong’s cycles – the
frame.’
aesthetics are clearly important too. I wonder if SaiTong’s past
in designing digital games and wooden furniture has played a
part? ‘They're all very different, to be honest. Game design is
understanding how people interact and respond to certain
elements in a virtual world. Furniture design is a merger of
functions and aesthetics. Bikes [are] more similar to furniture
design, but far more functional and the aesthetics side is a lot
more restricted. Which is why I try to find areas on a bike
where I can gain freedom and a space where I can actually put
an aesthetic to it.’ He shows me where custom artwork has
been cut from metal and placed between the twin top tubes of
his partner’s ‘mixte’ bike; elsewhere he has used two-tone bilaminates on a fixie’s frame so ‘that it looks as if the back end
is holding onto the front end’; conversely, bi-laminates are
used to improve power transfer on a racer.

Satoma Cycles’ first bike: a two-tone fixie.

And these bikes are beautiful! Stainless steel fittings polished
to a mirror finish, flawless paintwork, the tubing meeting
without any discernible weld marks as if they've grown as a
single piece. Fortunately these labours of love have gained
SaiTong critical acclaim, ‘I studied at a place called The Bicycle
Academy (thebicycleacademy.org) how to design and build
frames, learning the basics, and I was selected out of all the
students for that year as their best student. They awarded me
with my gas welding equipment, a copy of BikeCAD, a set of
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unassuming terrace house in Romsey, the small front room
converted into a space for metalworking. He has a garage in
Trumpington where the brazing operations are done. The
painting is done by a company in Milton, with SaiTong masking
the areas for painting himself at their workshop. So is the
location important to Satoma Cycles? SaiTong is uncertain
about the market for bespoke cycles in Cambridge, ‘I think the
majority of cyclists in Cambridge are commuter-based, and
would loathe to have such a personalised item being locked
somewhere. I would personally imagine that the majority of
my customers would want a bike that they would never lock
up, would sit under their desk or at home when not being
used.’ However, he is hopeful that Cambridge’s ‘vibrant cycling
community’ can provide the ‘enthusiasts who would like to go
riding on a Sunday-best bike.’
Does a Sunday-best bike appeal to you? Contact SaiTong via
sai@satomacycles.com to discuss your ideas, or to arrange to
see the workshop and bikes for yourself. Smaller commissions
are also considered: perhaps you’ve got a beloved frame in
need of repair, or would like to customise an existing frame for
extra utility?
SaiTong with his award-winning bike.
tubes and a set of workshop tools. And that enabled me to get
going by reducing my start-up costs. Just recently I was
exhibiting at Bespoked in Bristol, which is Europe's largest
hand-built bike show, and there I won the award for the best
finish/paint. So yeah, it's been really good to get the
recognition, because that's what this industry – the bespoke
frame building industry – is all about. It’s all about reputation
and recognition.’

I had this big yearning to build and
craft again, and I wanted to really bring
all my passions together as one
SaiTong believes he is the only custom frame builder in
Cambridgeshire. The workshop itself is hidden within an

Bi-laminate frame detailing.

Many thanks to SaiTong for showing me round his workshop
and bikes. You can view more of his work at
www.satomacycles.com. Thanks also to Lucinda Price for the
wonderful photography accompanying this piece. You can view
more of her work at lucindapricephotography.wordpress.com
Tom McKeown
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A quick review of our study tour to Assen
On 18 June three campaigners, a Campaign employee, a
council officer, a Labour councillor and a Green Party
representative set off on a cycling study tour in Assen where
we were hosted by David and Judy Hembrow and their
daughter Eliza.
Despite arriving late in the evening and dealing with some
bicycle reassembly complications, the team was up bright and
early on Friday morning to see what Assen had to offer cyclists.

on roads where cycles are not allowed. The trip may be longer
in distance but it is much faster owing to the suitability of the
road for the type of vehicle (rather than zig-zagged rat-running
through residential streets). Cars can get to where they need to
go, although through-routes are limited only to the necessary
places. This results in much less traffic for all. There is more

It did not take long (about five seconds) for all to realise that
the cycling provision in Assen is world-class and leaves
Cambridge and indeed the rest of the UK far behind. The paths
are smooth and wide with priority over junctions. Cars and
bikes do not mix except in quiet streets where speeds are low
and rat-running prevented. The school rush was a sight to be
seen with students of all ages on bicycles, some attended by
parents (also on bikes) and some cycling home independently.

The difference in the Netherlands is not
due to culture or attitude. As soon as
the infrastructure is not provided and
cars and cyclists are forced to mix, the
same hostile behaviours occur as here
Even on day two when we cycled the round trip to Groningen
along country roads, the infrastructure was incredible. We had
our choice of high-quality cycle paths including one that went
straight past the airport. We were able to observe the
thoughtful approaches to bus stops, not only for those cycling
past the stop but also for those cycling to it, who benefit from
plentiful parking spaces, some under cover. We even saw a
service station on the road side of the cycle path to ensure the
interaction of cars and cyclists is kept to a minimum.

Segregated cycleway in Drenthe.
than enough car parking at homes and in retail areas, which
keeps parked cars off the roads and verges and makes cycling
safer. However, we found that most retail car-parking areas
were not particularly full. Why would people drive when
cycling is such an appealing and safe option?
Sunday was the last day of our tour and we enjoyed a day of
leisure to explore the countryside surrounding Assen. The offroad paths were well maintained and of a higher quality than
many major cycle routes in the Cambridge area. We also found
that the cycle paths were of such good quality that they were
even used by road/racing cyclists. Not a cyclist to be seen on
the road anywhere.

Other highlights included the racks upon racks of cycle parking
at railway stations, the novelty of seeing all the wonderful
things that Dutch people carry with ease on their bikes and the
exceptional treatment of cycling routes around roundabouts.
Upon arriving in Groningen, we learnt that the difference in the
But the greatest highlight was the feeling of safety and
Netherlands is not due to culture or attitude. As soon as the
freedom that cycling in such infrastructure was able to offer.
infrastructure is not provided and cars and cyclists are forced
We all agreed that returning to our bicycles at home would be
to mix, the same hostile behaviours occur as here. A rather
a shock to the system after such a wonderful experience.
nasty incident of bullying from a taxi driver was the result,
This tour provided many insights that could not possibly be
occurring within minutes of arriving in central Groningen. We
recorded in time for the deadline of this newsletter. However,
also saw roads that were designed to be shared by bikes and
buses where buses would drive in an intimidating way towards we are preparing a report where we hope to share the details
of what it takes to make a cycling city as accessible and
cyclists. Even in Assen we saw examples of new shared-use
efficient as Assen.
designs which clearly put pedestrians and cyclists at risk. The
result: increased numbers of collisions and increased incidents
Roxanne De Beaux
of cycling on pavements, as cyclists
do what is necessary to feel safe
and move through the junction. We
saw numerous examples in just a
few minutes of cars putting cyclists
in danger by not giving way where
required.
The generally excellent cycling
infrastructure of Assen has not
been to the detriment of cars. Good
motorways are provided that allow
cars to make fast and safe journeys
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Campaign Diary
Monthly meetings

The Campaign's monthly general meeting is held in the
Friends' Meeting House, Jesus Lane on the first Tuesday of
each month. Business starts at 8.00pm, with tea and coffee
from 7.30pm, and a chance to chat, and for us to introduce
ourselves to new members. The agenda includes
opportunities to discuss current issues and planning matters.
Sometimes there is a speaker.
Next meetings: 1 September, 6 October, 3 November.

Social gathering
Monday 17 August Join us for a social gathering at CB2 café,
5-7 Norfolk Street – from 7.00pm.

Bicycle Wheel Building Workshop
Saturday 3 October This is a practical course where you learn
how to build strong and durable bicycle wheels. Master a
new skill in a controlled supportive environment. Places
restricted to ensure high student-teacher ratio. All equipment
provided. More information and enrolment:
www.cambridgewheelbuilding.co.uk

#CamRideHome
#CamRideHome rides start at 6.00pm on the last Friday of the
month from outside The Mill pub on Mill Lane. This is a leisurely
ride around some of the more pleasant cycle infrastructure and
cut-throughs in Cambridge, ending in a short pub stop to chat
about the joys of the past month. Led by Ben Hayward Cycles,
CamRideHome is aimed at encouraging safe commuting.
Experienced riders, riding around the urban cycle network with
those less experienced, passing on hints and tips on riding,
clothing, lights, interacting with other users. Explore the
network, find treasures of Cambridge outside your usual radar!

Newsletter dates
There are several opportunities for members to help with the
Newsletter. One is by writing articles, taking photos and
providing other illustrations. There is advice about this and
style guidelines on our website
www.camcycle.org.uk/newsletters/guidelines.html .
Copy deadline for Newsletter 122 October-November 2015:
Sunday 23 August
The copy deadline is now 10 days before the monthly
meeting, so we can be more confident of getting newsletters
distributed before the start of the month.
Volunteers are also needed to help put newsletters into
envelopes and then to deliver them. If you might be able to
assist, please contact Lisa Woodburn (via
contact@camcycle.org.uk) who co-ordinates this. Stuffing of
the newsletter is usually on the last Tuesday or Wednesday
of the month before the newsletter appears.
Newsletter meetings: These are held every two months,
shortly after the newsletter has appeared, to discuss the most
recent issue and plan the next one. They are held at 5.30pm
in Grads Café on the 3rd floor of the University Centre. The
next one is likely to be on 10 August.

.

City and County Council committees
Campaign members may be interested in attending Planning
Committee and Area Committee meetings, which often
include cycling and walking issues. Development Control
Forum and Joint Development Control Committee meetings,
which determine the Planning Applications relating to the
major housing development proposals for the Cambridge
sub-region, are also open to the public. The Development
Plan Scrutiny Sub-committee meetings also often cover
walking/cycling/transport issues. Information on dates and
venues is on www.cambridge.gov.uk/democracy/ and minutes
are also available. Agendas are usually online there about a
week in advance. Please check the website in case meetings
have been cancelled or times or venues changed.
Cambridge City Joint Area Committee administered by
Cambridgeshire County Council. No meetings listed.
Development Control Forum: usually on a Wednesday at
10.00am in Committee Room 1 & 2 – Guildhall. Next
meetings: 12 August; 9 September; 14 October.
Development Plan Scrutiny Sub-committee: usually on a
Tuesday at 4.30pm in Room 1 & 2 – Guildhall. Next meeting:
15 September.
East Area Committee: usually a Thursday at 7.00pm in the
Meeting Room – Cherry Trees Day Centre. Next meeting: 29
October.
Greater Cambridge City Deal Executive Board administered
by South Cambridgeshire District Council. Next meetings: 9
September at 2.00pm, South Cambridgeshire Hall,
Cambourne; 1 October at 2.00pm, The Guildhall, Cambridge.
Greater Cambridge City Deal Joint Assembly administered by
South Cambridgeshire District Council. Next meetings: 25
August at 3.30pm, Cambridge; 16 September at 10.00am,
South Cambridgeshire Hall, Cambourne.
Joint Development Control Committee – Cambridge Fringes:
usually a Wednesday at 10.30am in Committee Room 1 & 2
– Guildhall. Next meetings: 19 August; Friday 18 September;
21 October.
North Area Committee: usually a Thursday at 6.30pm. Next
meeting: 10 September, Farnsworth Hall – Chesterton
Community College, Gilbert Road.
Planning Committee: usually a Wednesday at 10.00am in
Committee Room 1 & 2 – Guildhall. Next meetings: 5
August; 2 September; 7 October.
South Area Committee: usually a Monday at 7.00pm. Next
meeting: 5 October, Wilkinson Room - St John the Evangelist
Church, Hills Road.
West Central Area Committee: usually a Wednesday at
7.00pm. Next meeting: 30 September, Castle Street
Methodist Church, Castle Street.
Monica Frisch
Cambridge Cycling Campaign reserves the right to decline to
promote events or activities where helmets or high-visibility
clothing are required or implied.
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20th anniversary ride
Tuesday 16 June marked 20 years to the day since the first meeting of Cambridge Cycling Campaign.
To celebrate we took a leisurely ride around Cambridge, taking in some of the Campaign’s successes over the years, including
the lifting of the daytime cycling ban in central Cambridge, Riverside Bridge, cycle contraflows and the Gonville Place toucan
redesign. David Earl, one of the founding members of the Campaign, said a few words to all who had gathered in Market Square
to take part, and then we were off, cycling along in the summer sun.
Over 30 people attended, the youngest (carried) rider was four, the oldest was . . . older than that. We finished the ride at the Mill
Pond with a picnic and home-baked cake with 20th anniversary candles. [See pages 7-9 for more on 20 years of the Campaign.]
Hester Wells

Anniversary ride route.

